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INTRODUCTION TO VOLUME 2: THE ETHICS OF ONLINE RESEARCH

Kandy Woodfield and Ron Iphofen

HOPES AND PROMISES

The Internet, the World Wide Web and social media – indeed all forms of online communications – have been seen as attractive fields of research since their inception for many reasons. Some of the earliest discussion and commentary were eager in terms of the opportunities for methodological initiatives and innovations in research and the ‘attractiveness’ of easily accessed, massive amounts of primary and secondary data sources.

Using e-mail as a research tool was seen to potentially offer researchers advantages such as easy access to world-wide samples, low administration costs (both financially and temporally), ready-transcribed data and its unobtrusiveness, and ‘friendliness’ to respondents was also valued (Robson & Selwyn, 1998). Once you became an experienced Web ‘surfer,’ you could have access to a wealth of valued and authoritative information sources (Peters, 1998). Instant messaging was seen as a cost- and time-effective method for in-depth interviewing (Fontes & O’Mahoney, 2008); online participants might
be better able to ‘tell their story’ in a way that suits them and so may even be ethically sounder than conventional methods of narrative data collection. Traditional survey methods have long suffered from increasing costs and declining responses rates – Web surveys offered an attractive alternative and have the advantage of ease in collecting more sensitive data: people have been shown to respond to Web surveys on sex and health more readily and openly than in face-to-face interviews (Burkill et al., 2016). Glaser, Dixit, and Green (2002, pp. 177–193, 189–190) argue the case for better access to ‘hard to reach’ groups: ‘the anonymity of the internet permits research into marginal groups for whom self-disclosure may have costs, and where participants may be suspicious of researchers and outsiders.’ And Illingworth (2001) suggests that the Internet affords an efficient way of recruiting specialist participants.

Now we have moved on considerably from the ‘simpler’ form of the Internet and the World Wide Web. The term ‘social media’ refers to websites, online platforms, or applications that allow for one-to-one, one-to-many, or many-to-many synchronous or asynchronous interactions/dialogue between users who can create, archive, and retrieve user-generated content. In social media, the user is producer; communication is interactive and networked with fluid roles between those who generate and receive content (see Bechmann & Lomborg, 2013; Salmons, 2014). Online social media cross cultures, communities, populations, and continents. They have the methodological potential of access to large sample sizes and diverse populations for multidisciplinary, multimethod, and multinational purposes. The last decade has seen an explosion in Internet-based social science research and in research which uses social media to attract participants, generate data, disseminate findings, and engage in dialogue with audiences for that research. As indicated above online research has been conducted since the early days of the Internet itself, but the ubiquity of online social platforms in the last decade, such as Twitter or Instagram, has placed the means to deliver social media and internet based research into the hands of all researchers not just those with sophisticated technical skills. It is no longer necessary to be a technical specialist to gather data from online platforms and the computing power required to undertake Internet searches or draw down social media data is now available to the many not the few.

Just as the democratization of the Internet has meant millions of people worldwide now see online interaction as a normal part of their everyday lives, it is increasingly acceptable that social scientists consider the role that Internet data could or should play in their research studies. Of course, to talk of the democratization of the Internet is to underplay the very real power issues that are evident in the use of Internet platforms. Who owns and
controls data and who has or does not have access to participate in online discourse and communities is highly contested. As we have seen in Volume 1 in this book series, ethical debates have remained a core element of the social science discourse: what is ethical or ‘right’ in how we gather and use data from participants remain a continuing thread of lively discussion; the growth in the use of the Internet to recruit participants, gather data, and analyze online experiences, behaviors, and viewpoints is not immune to the same ethical decisions or quandaries. But the most contentious and ongoing debate is about whether ‘conventional’ research methods and ethical codes/guidelines apply to online research equally well or whether new methods and new codes need to be sought (Eynon, Schroeder, & Fry, 2009). Indeed, some researchers have even suggested online research as a way of evading the bureaucratic ‘obstructions’ of the formal ethics review process.

CHALLENGES

Most of the ethical issues have considerable overlaps – perhaps even more so than conventional research. It is hard to separate the seeking of informed consent from confidentiality and anonymity, and all have implications for data ownership and the publication of findings. It may be fair to suggest that all of the research ethics issues cohere around the issue of the public and/or private nature of this modern and developing ‘research site’ and how effective is an ‘expectation of privacy’ in an essentially public environment?

The concern may be most readily illustrated in research into ‘virtual environments’ and ‘online worlds’ that are used for gaming and/or socializing. People experience these spaces as ‘other than the ones they are physically in’ (Eynon, 2009, p. 189). Within these spaces, researchers can be engaging in experiments in interpersonal behavior, gathering large amounts of data and/or participant observation. The kinds of ethical issues to be addressed here include how much virtual danger should participants be subjected to? How close to the participants ‘real’ physical attributes can avatars be permitted to be? Thus, for example, Slater et al. (2006) conducted a virtual replication of Stanley Milgram’s notorious obedience to authority experiments. Questions arise then about whether it is ethical even to ‘abuse’ avatars and, though the authors don’t mention this, what negative effects such an experiment might still have on the participants – which was the main concern of the after effects of the Milgram studies.

The availability of large amounts of data leads to the temptation to gather them – for social scientific purposes. Such opportunities have been rarely
available in the past without a great deal of effort. The question here is ‘even if one’s behavior is public and can be observed and captured, is it nevertheless always allowable for researchers to use data from these worlds?’ (Eynon, 2009, p. 192). Issues involve the possibility of gaining consent, of gathering data without consent/permissions, and the possibilities of linking data to identifiable individuals thereby failing to preserve their anonymity whether they sought it or not. The same position applies to participant observation – just because a researcher engages ‘as if’ they were a genuine participant, the other interactants may not be aware of that, and may assume the researcher to be a genuine participant unless they are formally informed otherwise. Necessarily, while the latter option is more ethical, the methodological consequence is that participants’ behavior might not be quite so authentic.

It might be less challenging simply to avail oneself of the mass of self-evidently publicly available data. But is it ethical to ‘harvest’ public twitter accounts without users’ consent? Looking at the ongoing online debate opinions vary: some say consent is not necessary since the tweets are public, a conscious choice made by the user to allow their activity to be seen by whoever chooses to see it. If you don’t restrict access to your account, there cannot be an expectation of privacy. Perhaps one hopes that one’s contribution is less public since it might be ‘obscured’ by the millions of other tweets – ‘hidden in plain sight’ – but that’s an unrealistic, even naive, assumption that, as a consequence, it is slightly private! It is public by definition. Some argue that this is not a formal consenting as to how the contributions may be used – collected, stored and analyzed. Obviously, the same could be said of any public text or statement.

The UK research carried out by NatCen (National Centre for Social Research; Beninger, Fry, Jago, Lepps, Nass, & Silvester, 2014) suggests that a first principle of online usage of any kind is that the user must bear the responsibility for choosing where to post and how privately to post. Of course, they can’t do that alone since the site owner shares a mutual responsibility – site owners must make clear just how public the data are and who is able to access them. Given all of that then there are still times when informed consent should be sought. There seems to be a great deal of consensus around the moral requirement to seek consent for data access and analysis even if it is not legally required. In such a way, at least some measure of trust is promoted between researchers and online participants.

Such trust is all too easily breached if the implications of a promise of, say, confidentiality are not fully considered – by both researcher and researched. Eynon et al. (2009), for example, advocate an enhanced sensitivity to context on the grounds that the distance between researcher and research is greater
than in conventional research and people have a range of different expectations about the nature of online interactions, and one cannot always know directly what those understandings are. Moreover, once you describe a computer-mediated community it is relatively easy to find out which one it is and who is on it. Complete anonymity is impossible since it is almost impossible to remove the trace of computer-transmitted messages. The ‘personal’ is not necessarily ‘private’ (Robson & Robson, 1999; Robson & Selwyn, 1998; Zimmer, 2010).

MEETING THE CHALLENGES

During 2017, there was widespread discussion about social media and Internet-mediated research, this was not the case 5 or 10 years ago. These debates have become part of mainstream methodological debate, and researchers are developing new tools and approaches for exploring social media data and understanding the social media dimension of contemporary life. It is hard to find any sector of life where the promise and potential of ‘big data’ have not been touted as the next ‘big thing.’ However, this new frontier of social science research has posed an increasingly knotty set of challenges for researchers.

We have faced, and continue to face, methodological challenges around the quality, quantity, and representativeness of social media datasets. Conducting research in this new domain has forced us to consider questions of representation, power, and authenticity in our research. In fact, most social media data is not quantitative data, rather qualitative data on a quantitative scale (Francesco D’Orazio on https://www.pulsarplatform.com), and we have yet to fully address the high proportion of social media traffic that consists of pictures, not text. The social science of images and visual data are not well served by current social science approaches and tools that focus on text and numerical data. We continue to have much to learn from colleagues in the digital humanities, computer science, and artificial intelligence (AI) disciplines.

There is also a collaborative challenge. As a new, developing field, it is clear that the most powerful insights from social media and Internet-mediated research will come from transdisciplinary efforts drawing on the varied insights and skills of, for example, statisticians, qualitative researchers, digital curators, information scientists, machine learning experts, and human geographers. We have a window of opportunity to forge a new shape and rhythm for our research methods and epistemologies. We are progressing but not yet fulfilling the potential transformative nature of this moment.
In a world where technology moves fast, we are also faced with a capability challenge. Are we conversant with the social worlds we research, are we sufficiently confident and competent to understand the complex algorithms and processes that increasingly define our interactions? Which brings us to the connective or contextual challenge how can we research what we do not understand or use? Discussions at #NSMNSS network meetings, online discussions, and conferences have revealed that many research methods lecturers, research supervisors, research commissioners, and research ethics review committee members do not feel adequately equipped to make rounded, informed decisions about the quality, ethics or value of social media research projects and proposals.

We also face a synthesis challenge, how if at all can new forms of research and findings map onto, elaborate or further inform conventional social research data?

This volume focuses on perhaps the knottiest of the challenges facing researchers – the ethical dimensions of Internet-mediated and social media research. It largely concentrates on the use of social media data and platforms for social science research although chapters also look more broadly at the ethical challenges of ‘big data.’

BACKGROUND TO THIS VOLUME

The origin of this volume was the formation of an online community of practice called ‘New social media, New Social Science?’ (or #NSMNSS for short) in 2011. #NSMNSS was established with a 12-month grant from the National Centre for Research Methods in the UK (NCRM) to provide a year of facilitated dialogue and knowledge exchange for researchers using social media and Internet forums or platforms in their social science research projects. It aimed to provide a safe, collaborative place to explore the challenges and issues that researchers were facing in trying to explore these new online spaces for research purposes. Membership was not limited to those using certain methods or approaches and we actively sought to encourage participation from all sectors in the research community including those working in the academic sphere, not-for-profit sector, in government and public services, and those working in market research. The only limits placed on membership were that participants needed to be investigating social science questions and making use of the Internet and social media in their work. Throughout the life of the network, the dominant issue has persistently been an uncertainty over the ethical boundaries of Internet mediated research, a sense of a lack of guidance over what is and is not acceptable ethically and a growing sense...
of the need to debate these issues. At the time the network began, there was limited guidance for researchers in existing ethical codes of practice relating to Internet-mediated research.

We might feel that our social science research is a benign endeavor contrasted to the commercial harvesting of customer insight data, but we all face similar ethical and legal challenges, as we always have done: Whose data? Whose consent? Whose ownership? All are complex issues about how researchers collect and use the data of people using social media and other Internet platforms. We have only just begun to scrape the surface of these discussions, and meanwhile, data is being mined, harvested, analyzed, and reported in increasing volume. The critical moments that will shape and define the ethical and legal frameworks for the use of social media data may not come from social science research but from the use of social media data in the commercial world or media realm, these industries practices may shape our future access to research data. Are we engaging enough with these sectors and issues? Have the voices of researchers in the social sciences been loud enough in ongoing legislative debates around the use of personal data?

These challenges are hard things to tackle, but they also give us great opportunities to push the boundaries of our practice as social scientists. Social media research needs social science as much as it does data science, it needs anthropology and ethnography as well as big data analytics, it needs to reflect, explore, and understand the context and communities that anchor and shape social media data.

This volume presents nine chapters each of which addresses the ethical challenges of particular research issues, social media platforms, or approaches. The authors describe the research they have conducted and provide an insight into the ethical state of play for Internet-mediated research.

Many interesting questions are raised including just how different should ethical guidance be for internet-mediated research? Are the issues new or is it merely a matter of change in context – in the research site? Familiar issues are addressed such as informed consent, anonymity, confidentiality, privacy, protection from harm, social benefits; but there are no easy answers. Do we really need a new ethical code of research practice, or do we just need to be agile in applying our existing social science ethics to this new area of operations?

OUTLINING THE VOLUME

Susan Halford’s opening chapter addresses the inadequacy of the current ethics review process at meeting many of the challenges referred to above.
Methodological innovation is a necessary feature of responding to the rapid development of digital technology and online communications. The process of research ethics review could obstruct progress in this field since ‘it’ does not know how to handle the ‘disruptions’ caused by researchers keen to enter these new and attractive research sites. Halford’s account draws on her experiences of teaching doctoral students how to engage in Web science and their collective attempts to seek ethical approval for innovative online research. The five ‘disruptive’ concerns that Halford addresses are: the data are in essence necessarily secondary – existing already and not ‘created’ by the research engagement; that means the data are beyond the control of the researcher – already public and so not so easily ‘protected’ by the researcher; datasets are potentially infinite, not ‘bounded’ for targeted care and attention, and only limited by the time the researcher has available to collect and study them; the scale of the data alters the nature of relationships between researcher and researched; and, the attractiveness of access to such data blurs boundaries between professional research domains, almost ‘requiring’ interdisciplinary cooperation in order to more fully understand what their analysis entails. Halford suggests further consideration of the ‘situational’ ethics approach that has grown in recent years and which is returned to in subsequent chapters in this Volume. Unless both ethics codes and guidelines are updated and ethics review committee topic ‘checklists’ are amended to take account of such disruptions, valuable innovative research opportunities into rich and meaningful modern data sources will be lost. Worse, unless responsible social science researchers manage the means of online data access and use there are others with different political and commercial aims who could contaminate the field for all future research attempts.

In the second chapter, Matthew Williams and colleagues directly address users’ expectations about how their online activities should be exploited for research purposes. Whether realistic or not, there is an expectation of privacy, anonymity, and confidentiality. Such expectations place perhaps an even greater ethical burden on online researchers to respect participants’ wishes and a sustained ethical reflexivity as a consequence of the ‘blurred’ relationship between researcher and researched in online environments. Williams and colleagues rehearse the legal, professional, and moral guidelines that researchers should follow in ensuring research integrity and ethical practice and show the relevance of these principles in a study of their own. Readers will find many useful, practical suggestions for handling online research ethics in the lessons learned from this particular engagement.

Sarah Quinton and Nina Reynolds focus more particularly on the changed relationship between researcher and researched in online environments.
Qualitative researchers have long held concerns for the nature of this relationship – how it is developed and managed. Issues of sensitivity and vulnerability are linked to refining questions of consenting and anonymity, and all are connected to research impact. There has been an assumption that the necessary physical distance between the ‘actors’ in digital research engagements removes the more delicate aspects of their relationship. This is far from the truth and, if anything, the relationship is more complex and requires more understanding of consequences than has previously been assumed – or, rather, presumed by those not regularly engaged in online research.

Wasim Ahmed and colleagues form a research postgraduate supervisory team and so have a particular interest in assuring their Ph.D. students get the ethics of online research right. Their interest is even further specific in targeting social media use, in this case Twitter, during infectious disease outbreaks. It may be particularly important to understand how people make use of social media during times of crisis and emergency – so in the focused study what they report can help understand how people manage their online social networking during other times of crisis and incident. Any researcher wishing to target Twitter as a research site will do well to start here and learn the legal and ethical issues this team has benefitted from understanding and is able to share in preparation for a research project and ethics review. The case studies drawn upon are especially illustrative of the issues that arise and the care that needs to be taken to both review and conduct studies of this nature.

Janet Salmons is well known for her writing and training for some years in this field so her contribution here will be particularly instructive for newcomers to online social media research. She points to the nuanced understandings necessary for gaining consent in and from online communities in terms of the meaning of ‘fully informed’ and having the ‘capacity to consent.’ The detailed coverage of processes and procedures offered here through cases and exemplars almost amounts to a technical manual for conducting qualitative online social research. Finally, Salmons offers some practical templates that will assist researchers presenting their protocol for ethics approval.

In their chapter, Jenna Condie and colleagues raise another set of issues not fully understood by research ethics committees – location-aware social discovery applications for smartphones. The temptations offered for data mining and data extraction are hard to resist for the curious and diligent researcher. Their ‘application of interest’ is Tinder, a social relationship-building app that uses geolocation to enable people to make connections wherever they may be – geographically. What is particularly insightful from this study is how researchers-as-users drew on their own personal experiences of using Tinder to reflect upon its implications for social research in the move
from a ‘social space’ to a ‘research context.’ These insights are enhanced in the ways in which the authors show how conventional formal research ethics approval applications cannot easily make sense of the required transformations of consenting, confidentiality, secondary data access, and so on. Once again, there is much to be done in ensuring the ethics approval process keeps pace with such rapidly developing social media technologies.

Libby Bishop and Daniel Gray address issues that some commentators regard as more related to research integrity than ethics per se – dissemination and data sharing. Clearly, there are overlaps between ethics and integrity. An inevitable consequence of the seeking of open access publishing is a push toward open data access – the opportunity to share data in order to conduct further analyses. Data archiving has long addressed such concerns for secondary access to data and has mainly relied on gaining permissions for durable use. Once again, online social networking research raises additional difficulties connected with how the data were originally derived and the public/private domain debate. While the sharing of data is often seen as ‘good in itself’ and related to principles of public benefit, transparency, and equitable access to knowledge, there remain concerns with online data that, due to the sophistication of digital technologies, it may be much harder to prevent the revelation of personal data and its associated sensitivities via shared data. With case studies of Twitter and Facebook, Bishop and Gray illustrate directly how these issues play out in specific contexts. They show how the conventional ethical principles can be more severely challenged by the extended linkages made possible with digital technologies. Importantly, they argue that the responsibility for ethical behavior cannot only reside with the researcher ‘on the ground’ – or rather, in cyberspace – in addition, the institutional structures that both permit and enhance data sharing opportunities must bear some responsibility for how shared data can be used and abused.

The chapter from Leanne Townsend and Claire Wallace offers a practical ethical framework as guidance for online researchers. The framework was developed in collaboration with key experts who have been working in the online research environment in the UK and was ‘tested’ in application to fictionalized case studies that represent exactly the kinds of contexts in which such research is likely to be conducted. This chapter serves as practical guidance and the cases studies reflect exactly the kinds of ethical dilemmas researchers will face and which they must make judgments on. Solutions to the dilemmas presented by the case studies are offered by Townsend and Wallace and their collaborators, and these, once again, illustrate the enduring problem of research ethics and integrity – solutions may be refined by other commentators and, even, other solutions might be suggested. What is vital
here is how the proposed framework is applied and the research engagement thought through in an ethically robust manner.

The final contributed chapter in this collection is from Steven Ginnis and, as in the previous chapter, draws on collaborative work that seeks to offer practical guidance to best practice in ethical online social media research. In essence, this chapter reports what can best be described as a ‘standard-setting’ project – ensuring that those who are conducting online social media research have the technical skills and ethical awareness to do it well. When new research opportunities arise, keen researchers are eager to innovate, access the new data, and make contributions while the field is still fresh and fertile. The problem is that such eagerness may not be equally matched by the cautions required to ensure that both data producers and data users are protected from both anticipated and unpredictable consequences. The research drew on a large population sample to assess users’ views of the reasons for research on social media, its value, and how it is conducted. A particular valuable insight is taken from including the views of younger social media participants. As a result, the series of recommendations for best practice offered here can be seen as assuredly resting upon public perceptions of and wishes for how research is conducted.

In fact, we are confident that this Volume in the Advances in Research Ethics and Integrity Series will make a much-needed contribution to the quality of online social media research and help ensure the public trust in how researchers are likely to engage them in the future. The contributors are all expert in their field and have conducted research and training with new entrants to online research. Most importantly, in addition to covering the range of ethical issues that need to be borne in mind, they have offered practical suggestions about how to address them. These can only count as recommendations since it is certain that this fertile field is likely to continue to change just as rapidly in the future as it has up to now. And just as the technology evolves, so too will users’ use of it – and researchers’ eagerness to understand them.
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